
Blank TRFs!" Nobody was going to get lit without a completely 
filled-out TRF, & one of the main purposes for it was security! 
Another main purpose for it was I don't care about sending lit, 
wasting lit at any price or any amount of money or any minimum, 
on people who don't care & don't obey & are untrustworthy! 1 
don't care how much money they send! I'll throw it back in their 
face, & that is exactly what I'm about to do! 

5. We want a Gideon's army who are obedient, who do 
what they're supposed to do, who obey God! Good riddance of 
bad rubbish! That's the way I feel about it & it's past time, over 
time as far as I am concerned! 

6. We want stats to show they're an active Family member! 
Also the requirements for membership are & have been 
specific for at least four years! These which now stand have vir
tually always been the requirements. The only difference we 
made in these same requirements is that now a few Members are 
allowed to live out on their own if they meet these same require
ments, which is virtually, in other words, having another Home, 
their own Home, that's all. 

7. Membership requirements for the live-ins aren't any dif
ferent than they have been for many years: Saved, number one. 
Two, they must witness or litness. Three, fellowship! Don't tell 
me anybody who doesn't ever fellowship & doesn't want to fel
lowship is in good standing! Obviously some of these people 
either didn't want to fellowship or the real Family Members 
didn't like them, could smell a rat & saw that they were not our 
kind & didn't even want them to fellowship! They should have 
thrown them out & reported it to us long ago! 

8. Four: Support, minimum tithes, & five, TRFs in full! 
Right?—These are the absolutely irrevocable, unchangeable 
Laws of the Family, requirements for membership & the rules for 
receiving lit! And nobody has a right to vary them, nobody has a 
right to make them more lenient, nobody has any right to change 
them without direct authority & approval from us personally, & 
I don't think I'd ever give it for anybody, any kind of a case, & 
I've made that pretty clear, haven't I?—In spite of the many ap
peals that have been made to me. 

9. People who do not fill out TRFs in full are not Family 
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members & they do not deserve the lit, any of it! I'd hesitate 
to even send them DFO lit! I don't care how much they send. 
Well, maybe we'll send them back aLIN, that's all. We sendLINs 
to anybody who'll send any kind of a gift. So they want to send 
a hundred dollars for GNs?—OK, we'll send them a LIN if they 
don't want to fill out a TRF & don't show by the way that they 
fill out the TRF that they are genuine Family Members! 

10.1 want to tell you, we didn't get to where we have got
ten by my being soft & a push-over & easy-going! I have been 
too soft sometimes but we are still here & we are still an Army & 
we're still fighting & we are still winning because I have been 
tough & I have kept a tough grip on things, & we are going to get 
tighter than we have ever been! We've got to do it! 

11. Our wind-down, our austerity measures may be what 
we enforce on ourselves, just like Gideon did & Joshua & a 
few others. There are plenty of examples of it in the Bible. There 
were six million Jews that left Egypt, but God only let about 
200,000 of them go into die Promised Land. He let all the old 
people die out there in the desert!—If you don't think God is 
tough! He only let the believers enter in! The only old ones that 
went into the Promised Land were Joshua & Caleb, the reŝ t were 
all the young people! Their mothers & fathers died in me desert. 
But with that handful of young people they conquered the land & 
the cities & God was with them & wiped out their enemies! 

12. The same with Gideon. My God! He started oi|t with 
33,000 & wound up with 300, right? But he won the battle, he 
won a glorious victory which showed that God was with them! 
They didn't need numbers, & nor do we, we want quality! I don't 
give a damn about numbers!—As far as spiritually weak & sick
ly & invalid Family Members that are no good to anybody, in fact 
adrag, in fact a danger! I'dratherhave a handful of real fighters, 
strong & faithful & firm & diligent & obedient & winners, than 
10,000 failures! And mat's how we got where we are at, because 
I insisted on people obeying God whether they liked it or not! If 
they don't like it they can lump it & go! 

13. I'd say unreliable TRFers should be relieved of their 
GNs & WNDs etc. What do you say? There is too much dan
gerous material in there. If they can't be trusted with it, they 
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